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FOR THE LONG RUN

We’re with runners every step of the way.
Over tarmac or trail. From gearing up for the
first 5k to a marathon and beyond.
Many runners challenge themselves for very
personal reasons. They may be doing it for
charity, for a personal best or to reach for
greater distances.
Whatever the individuals goal, training for race
day, and they day itself, there is a product
designed for them. All are based upon providing comfort and exceeding their needs.
From maximum freedom of movement, ability
to carry gets, phones or other essential items
to lightweight, breathable and wicking kit. All
designed specifically for eating up those many
miles.
We’re there for the long run.
We’re for runners.

WOMEN’S
TECH

RH-005318
Wmn’s Tech Marathon Tank
The seamless construction of this tank provides increased
comfort due to zero seams combined with soft fabric. New
body mapping design creates ventilation areas where you
need it most down the back and across the chest. In addition
all our seamless products include great wicking ability. Now
lighter than the previous version.
This tank is the ultimate for cool running, ideal for long hot
summer runs when minimal coverage and zero seams result in
maximum comfort.
Features:
•

Super soft, high stretch seamless knit construction for zero
chaffing

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective

•

Slim fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: 6-8, 10-12, 14-16
Weight: 86g
Fibre content: 60% Polyester, 40% Polyamide

Rh-00707
Azurite/Hawaii

RH-005319
Wmn’s Tech Marathon S/S Tee
Developing the ultimate running Tee has, fittingly, been a marathon, not a sprint. Every part of this deceptively simple piece of
kit has been carefully considered to help you go the distance.
When you’re racking up the big miles stretch, softness, fit, and
comfort all have to be perfect. The breathable, high wicking,
Vapourlite fabric is crafted from super soft performance yarn,
which, crucially, is “knitted in a tube” to create a seamless piece
of fabric which fits brilliantly around you, resulting in zero
chaffing – result! New body mapping design creates ventilation areas where you need it most, under the arms, down the
back and across the chest. This slim fit tee is lighter than our
previous version.
Features:

RH-00720
GreGreen/BrWhite

•

Super soft, high stretch seamless knit construction for zero
chaffing

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective

•

Slim fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: 6-8, 10-12, 14-16
Weight: 100g
Fibre content: 60% Polyester, 40% Polyamide

Rh-00709
Azurite/Lilac

RH-005462
Wmn’s Tech Marathon Twin Short
Our founder, Dr. Ron Hill, won the Boston Marathon over 50
years ago, and since then developing gear fit for the ultimate
race has been something of an obsession for us.
The outer short, in a relaxed fit, stretches brilliantly to let you
run freely. Carrying fuel and essentials on a long run shouldn’t
feel like a long haul – we’ve carefully designed 2 drop pockets
for gels, and a secure pocket at the back too. A new print can
be found down the sides.
A lightweight performance mesh inner keeps you cool on
warm days. Two hidden thigh pockets are great for essential
items. The fabric provides the optimum balance of stretch and
support.
The Tech Marathon Twin short is built to help you feel like you
can run forever.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Outer: flexlite fabric, inner: powerlite fabric

•

Outer: stretch for added movement, 2 gel stash pockets &
1 secure pocket

•

Inner short: stretch for added movement and support,
2 mesh drop pockets, ventilated

Size: 8 - 16
R009
All Black

Weight: 138g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester, Lining:88% Recycled
Polyester; 12%Elastane

RH-005335
Wmn’s Tech Ultra Twin Short
Keep going and going and going in our ultimate double layer
twin short.
Made from recycled materials and boasts 10 pockets and 2
storage loops.
The outer short, in a relaxed fit, has side splits for the and
stretches to give you unrestricted freedom of movement.
Carry all your fuel and essentials on a long run - from a course
map, lip salve, gels, phone and more.
The outer is packed with storage options, ten in fact - 4 stash, 2
gel drop, 1 secure and 1 key fob and 2 Storage loops
A lightweight ventilated mesh inner keeps you cool in a sun
drenched hill. Two hidden thigh pockets are great for essential
items. The fabric provides the optimum balance of stretch and
support.
RH-00081
Black/Hot Coral

Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Outer: 8 pockets - 4 stash, 2 gel drop, 1 secure and 1 key fob
and 2 Storage loops

•

Outer: stretch for added movement

•

Inner short: stretch for added movement and support,
2 mesh pockets, ventilated

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Wash before use

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 165g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Recycled Polyester/ Lining:88%
Recycled Polyester; 12%Elastane

Rh-00709
Azurite/Lilac

RH-005436
Wmn’s Tech Revive Racer Vest
Let nothing hold you back. Our streamlined Revive vest sets a
planet-friendly standard in technical running gear. Super soft,
highly breathable and moisture-wicking, the whisper light
eco-conscious fabric, made from recycled yarn, certainly won’t
weigh you down.
Slim fitting with stretch for added movement and featuring
deep arm holes and a racer back, the carefully engineered
performance cut helps you run fast and free. This tee is completed with a stylised photographic image to the design.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

•

Super soft

•

Reflective

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Slim fit

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 67g
Fibre content: Main Body: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

RH-00681
Black/Bright White

RH-005434
Wmn’s Tech Revive S/S Tee
Running may be simple in theory, but that doesn’t mean it’s
always easy. On paper, creating a T-Shirt for running is simple
too, right? Just combine a good fit with some good fabric – job
done.
50 years of innovation has taught us that actually, simple isn’t
easy, and ‘good’ won’t cut it – we aim for perfect. The slim fit
of our Revive series T-Shirt has been developed from in-depth
feedback from our testers to be spot on, run after run. The
super soft material is our whisper light, breathable, moisture-wicking, ecoconscious fabric, made from recycled yarn,
which has exactly the right amount of stretch. This carefully
conceived combination of fit and fabric will help you to push
yourself further and faster.
The T-Shirt has reflective elements to help keep you visible and
the design is completed with a stylised photogrpahic image.
RH-00712
Azurite/Sun

Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

•

Super soft

•

Reflective

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Slim fit

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 77g
Fibre content: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

RH-00681
Black/Bright White

RH-005541
Wmn’s Tech Revive Short
Running is freedom and movement, which is exactly where our
thinking for these shorts started. When you’re looking to speed
up you don’t want shorts that get in your way – the racer is
built to let you move – a redefinition of the split short from the
brand that invented them.
Light as a feather and minimal, the Revive Racer short has
exactly what you need, and nothing you don’t. A simple
drawstring waistband and ventilation provide mile after
mile comfort, one lightweight zipped security pocket adds
practicality but not bulk. The lightweight inner knicker, with a
design refined from tester feedback, is engineered from our
eco-conscious, breathable, high-wicking fabric in recycled
yarn. Reflective strips help keep you safe.
Features:
RH-00711
HotCoral/BrWhite

•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Secure pocket

•

Fob pocket

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

•

Ventilated

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Wash before use

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 114g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester,
Lining: 88% Recycled Polyester 12%Elastane

Rh-00387
Black/Azurite

RH-005182
Wmn’s Tech Revive Crop Tight
Our founder has a Phd in textile chemistry, so fabric is a
pretty big deal for us. The breathable, moisturewicking,
eco-conscious fabric we’ve found for these cropped tights feels
just right next to the skin. The tights have a secure pocket, and
a stash pocket on the thigh.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Secure pocket

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

•

Skin fit

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 153g
Fibre content: Main Body: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane
Mesh Panels: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

RH-00681
Black/Bright White

RH-005180
Wmn’s Tech S/S Tee
Light, breathable and with a subtle mono-colour rib effect. A
good all-year round running tee.
Produced in a fabric which is light, breathable and our testing
has shown good wicking and evaporation results making this a
comfortable, performance tee for all occasions.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 94g
RH-00711
HotCoral/BrWhite

Rh-00712
Azurite/Sun

Fibre content: 95% Polyester 5% Elastane

RH-005179
Wmn’s Tech L/S Tee
Light, breathable and with a subtle mono-colour rib effect. A
good all-year round running tee.
Produced in a fabric which is light, breathable and our testing
has shown good wicking and evaporation results making this a
comfortable, performance tee for all occasions.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 118g
Fibre content: 95% Polyester 5% Elastane

Rh-00712
Azurite/Sun

RH-005597
Wmn’s Tech Twin Short
A thoroughbred running short that offers both support and
freedom – the best of both worlds, without compromising one
or the other.
The inner short is in our technical Powerlite fabric – carefully
chosen to allow stretch where needed, but still provide support
without hindering free movement.
The outer short, created from our advanced, breathable and
high-wicking Flexlite fabric, has a relaxed fit, a secure pocket
for essentials, and features reflective strips to help you stay
safe.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Reflective

•

Outer: flexlite fabric, inner: powerlite fabric

•

Outer: secure pocket

•

Inner short: stretch for added movement and support

•

Wash before use

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 134g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester, Lining: 88% Polyester
12% Elastane

Rh-00217
Black/Charcoal Marl

RH-005560
Wmn’s Tech Revive Stretch Short
Our founder has a Phd in textile chemistry, so fabric is a pretty
big deal for us. The eco-conscious, breathable, moisture
wicking, fabric we’ve found for these shorts feels just right next
to the skin. Made from recycled yarn, it’s amazingly supportive,
while still lightweight and stretchy enough not to slow you
down. The tried and tested length of the shorts prevents any
‘riding-up’ or chaffing when you are in full stride, and comes
with a secure pocket, and a stash pocket on the thigh.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Breathable

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Reflective

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 133g
Fibre content: 83% Recycled Polyester 17% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005561
Wmn’s Tech Revive Stretch Capri
The eco-conscious, breathable, moisture wicking, fabric
we’ve found for these shorts feels just right next to the skin.
Made from recycled yarn, it’s amazingly supportive, while still
lightweight and stretchy so no chaffing when you are in full
stride. Features secure pocket, and a stash pocket on the thigh.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Breathable

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Reflective

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 153g
Fibre content: 83% Recycled Polyester 17% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005562
Wmn’s Tech Revive Stretch Tight
This is our core traditional running tight, and we have been
producing versions of for this for nearly five decades.
There are key characteristics that make these products
favourites season after season. The eco-conscious,breathable,
moisture wicking, fabric we’ve found for these tights feels just
right next to the skin. Made from recycled yarn, it’s amazingly supportive, while still lightweight and stretchy The flat
wide waistband with inner draw cord gives superb comfort
and security, and the elasticated hem and ankle zips with
lock downpuller. Mesh is used behind the knee to add extra
breathability and reflective trim keeps you safe when light
levels are low.
This design features a pocket on one thigh, ideal for a mobile,
in addition to the zip secure pocket at the centre back.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Breathable

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Ankle zips

•

Reflective

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 165g
Fibre content: Main Body: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane
Mesh Panels: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005177
Wmn’s Tech Matrix 1/2 Zip
Temperatures can be particularly low during early mornings
training runs in the spring.
Made in a soft fabric with a fleece texture, we’ve carefuly
selected this because of its unique knitted grid pattern.
It retains the warm air that you produce between your body
and the outer surface of the top. The different sized yarns
within the grid work to draw sweat from the inside surface to
the outer keeping you dry.
Depending on how cold the conditions are there’s the option
of a full mitten to stop your body heat escaping through your
hands.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective trim

•

Small secure pocket

•

Thumb loops

•

Mitt

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 223g
Fibre content: 96% Polyester, 4% Elastane

Rh-00706
Bright White/Black

RH-004935
Wmn’s Tech Tornado Jacket
The Tech Tornado is the epitome of functionality for almost
every running occasion. Exceptionally light with a perfect
balance of breathability and wind resistance, this core piece
of kit is a daily solution to the ‘what do I need to wear?’
conundrum.
Suitable for cool, windy, and drizzly days, the Tech Tornado will
keep you protected during the gustiest of great British winds.
To prioritise breathability, this jacket is not impeded by a waterproof laminate – making it the best choice for when it’s not
chucking it down. This compact jacket isn’t showy, but don’t
underestimate it; constructed from a soft woven material with
a matte finish, the Tech Tornado is a champion of breathability
and lightness.
The addition of venting across the back and stretch woven
panels will keep you cool and comfortable throughout your
run.
Features:

Rh-00706
Bright White/Black

•

Water resistant - DWR C6

•

Breathable

•

Wind resistant

•

Lightweight

•

360° Ventilation

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Reflective

•

Secure pocket

•

Thumb loops

•

Relaxed fit

•

Venting tab

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 141g
Fibre content: 100% Polyamide

RH-005009
Wmn’s Tech Gore-Tex™ Jacket
Running solo is great, but truly amazing things can happen
when we run with others. For 50 years we’ve been pushing
the boundaries of what’s possible in running gear, and our
friends at Mountain Equipment have been obsessively crafting
protective clothing for the world’s most extreme environments.
Everything we know about running, and all Mountain
Equipment know about protection, has been carefully and
collaboratively designed into our new Tech GORE-TEX
SHAKEDRY™ jacket – the ultimate waterproof and breathable running outer layer. GORE-TEX SHAKEDRY™ is a gamechanger.
It’s incredibly lightweight, quick-drying and breathable, but
this doesn’t come at the expense of protection. Crucially – the
membrane sits on the outside of the fabric, so even the heaviest of rain simply beads off. So no face fabric to ‘wet out’, add
bulk and decrease breathability. Serious innovation providing
serious mile-after-mile comfort, even in serious weather.
Our founder, Dr. Ron Hill, helped pioneer the use of GORE-TEX
in running jackets in the 80s, and this is the latest version.
Feedback from our unstoppable tester team has helped to get
the fit of our GORE-TEX SHAKEDRY™ jacket just right – allowing optimum freedom of movement. When the storm really
comes in, the adjustable hood will help to keep you going, and
one simple, secure pocket will keep your essentials safe.
Features:
•

GORE-TEX SHAKEDRY™

•

Adjustable hood

•

Waterproof

•

Venting tab

•

Breathable

•

Thumb loops

•

Windproof

•

Reflective

•

Secure pocket

•

Relaxed fit

Rh-00672
Gunmetal

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 132g
Fibre content: 100% Polyamide

WOMEN’S
LIFE

RH-005326
Wmn’s Life Agile Vest
Be it a run with friends, a run to the gym or a run to work the
Agile Vest is versatile option to any runners wardrobe. It’s
technical enough to crunch the km’s, but won’t look out of
place running in town or with friends.
The Vapourlite fabric is breathable and will wick moisture away
from the body to keep you comfortable and cool. The front and
back are produced in two different fabrics to create a stylish
design.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 60g
Fibre content: Main Body: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane
Contrast: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

Rh-00725
Lilac/Azurite

RH-005517
Wmn’s Life Agile S/S Tee
Be it a run with friends, a run to the gym or a run to work
the Agile Tee is versatile option to any runners wardrobe. It’s
technical enough to crunch the km’s, but won’t look out of
place running in town or with friends.
The Vapourlite fabric is breathable and will wick moisture away
from the body to keep you comfortable and cool. The front and
back are produced in two different fabrics to create a stylish
design.
Features:

RH-00681
Black/Bright White

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 86g
Fibre content: Main Body: 92% Polyester, 8% Elastane
Contrast: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

Rh-00725
Lilac/Azurite

RH-005192
Wmn’s Life Run Bra
This circular seamless knit bra with removable pads
allowing you the choice and versatility to customise shape and
coverage.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Skin fit

•

Vapourlite

•

Super soft

•

High stretch seamless knit construction for zero chaffing

•

Removeable pads

•

Best for a-c cup

Size: S - M - L
Weight: 88g
Fibre content: 78% Polyamide, 16% Polyester, 6% Elastane

Rh-00167
Black/Grey Marl

RH-005337
Wmn’s Life Tencel™ Vest
Combining Tencel™ natural fibre with other technical yarns
is the best way to hit the sweet spot between feel and
performance – this version of our Vapourlite fabric has got the
balance just right.
So if your running wardrobe could do with an upgrade give our
Tencel™ vest a go. Designed with a racer style back this relaxed
fit vest will help keep you comfortable run after run after run.
Features:

Rh-00722
Hawaii Marl

•

Luxurious soft Tencel™ is lightweight and naturally breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 73g
Fibre content: 86% Recycled Polyester 9% Tencel™ 5% Elastane

Rh-00723
Hot Coral Marl

RH-005336
Wmn’s Life Tencel™ S/S Tee
Combining Tencel™ natural fibre with other technical yarns
is the best way to hit the sweet spot between feel and
performance – this version of our Vapourlite fabric has got the
balance just right.
So if your running wardrobe could do with an upgrade give our
Tencel™ tee a go. A relaxed fit, versatile tee will help keep you
comfortable run after run after run.
Features:

Rh-00308
Black Marl

•

Luxurious soft Tencel™ is lightweight and naturally breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 83g
Fibre content: 86% Recycled Polyester 9% Tencel™ 5% Elastane

Rh-00723
Hot Coral Marl

RH-005543
Wmn’s Life Twin Short
Plain outer with a monochrome patterned inner. This stretch
woven short with next-to-skin inner short provides a flattering
look.
Key features are a secure pocket on outer short and the high
elastane content on the inner short – perfect for support and
great stretch and recovery. This is also the shortest twin short
in our range.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Outer: flexlite fabric, inner: powerlite fabric

•

Outer: secure pocket

•

Inner short: stretch for added movement and support

•

Wash before use

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 148g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester, Lining: 90% Polyamide
10% Elastane

Rh-00743
Black/Mono Mushroom

RH-005240
Wmn’s Life 7” Unlined Short
Built from our Flexlite fabric with stretch for freedom of
movement. They are breathable and have a secure pocket for
essential items.
The 7” unlined short has the technical performance you expect
from Ronhill kit, but with added versatility – winner. Small
details such as the printed waistband and side panel details
complete our longest length short.
Features:
•

Water resistant - DWR C6

•

Wind resistant

•

Breathable

•

Reflective trim

•

Relaxed fit

•

Wash before use

•

Activelite fabric

•

Secure pocket

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 131g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester,
Contrast: 90% Polyamide 10% Elastane

Rh-00743
Black/Mono Mushroom

RH-005531
Wmn’s Life Stretch Short
A fabulous supportive, stretchy short. Using our printed fabrics
that are breathable and moisture wicking to keep you dry and
comfortable. The tried and tested length of the shorts prevents
any ‘riding-up’ or chaffing when you are in full stride. Designed
with a secure pocket, and a stash pocket on the thigh. A great
option for running longer distances.
Features:
•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Skin fit

•

Secure pocket

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 128g
Fibre content: Main Body: 90% Polyamide 10% Elastane
Contrast: 84% Recycled Polyester 16% Elastane

Rh-00734
Blk/MultiGothicFloral

RH-005239
Wmn’s Life Crop Tight
These running tights are simple and complicated all at the
same time. Sure, they look simple enough – but they do lots of
complicated things. The combination of fit and fabric has been
carefully chosen to flatter, support, allow free movement, be
incredibly comfy, not ‘bag’ where they shouldn’t, wick moisture
away from the skin, and look fantastic, all at once.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Skin fit

•

Powerlite

•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Secure pocket

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 196g
Fibre content: 90% Polyamide 10% Elastane

RH-00744
Mono Mushroom

RH-005238
Wmn’s Life Tight
These running tights are simple and complicated all at the
same time. Sure, they look simple enough – but they do lots of
complicated things. The combination of fit and fabric has been
carefully chosen to flatter, support, allow free movement, be
incredibly comfy, not ‘bag’ where they shouldn’t, wick moisture
away from the skin, and look fantastic, all at once.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Skin fit

•

Powerlite

•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Secure pocket

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 201g
Fibre content: 90% Polyamide 10% Elastane

Rh-00734
Blk/MultiGothicFloral

RH-005186
Wmn’s Life Sculpt Crop Tight
This crop tight features a combination of solid and print panels
from our latest seasonal print selection. The Life Sculpt Crop
Tight features a stash pocket to the side of the leg, which can
securely hold small items. It also works well with most phones.
The Life Sculpt Crop Tight offers a high waistband for a flattering silhouette and a curved seam to the rear enhances the
figure. We carefully selected the fabric for great stretch and
recovery. A back zip security pocket is offset for floor work in
the gym in addition to running.
Features:

Rh-00735
Peacoat/Gothic Floral

•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Skin fit

•

Secure pocket

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Breathable

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 214g
Fibre content: Main Body: 83% Recycled Polyester, 17% Elastane
Contrast: 90% Polyamide 10% Elastane

Rh-00736
Black/LegionBlueLeaf

RH-005237
Wmn’s Life Sculpt Tight
This tight features a combination of solid and print panels from
our latest seasonal print selection. This tight features a stash
pocket to the side of the leg, which can securely hold small
items. It also works well with most phones.
The tight offers a high waistband for a flattering silhouette and
a curved seam to the rear enhances the figure. We carefully
selected the fabric for great stretch and recovery. A back zip
security pocket is offset for floor work in the gym in addition to
running.
Features:
•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Skin fit

•

Secure pocket

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Breathable

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 229g
Fibre content: Main Body: 83% Recycled Polyester, 17% Elastane
Contrast: 90% Polyamide 10% Elastane

Rh-00737
Blck/RoyalPurpBeams

RH-005364
Wmn’s Life Poise Crop Tight
This Poise Crop Tight features a combination of solid and an
asymmetrical print panel to the left leg.
This crop tight features a stash pocket to the side of the leg,
ideal for a mobile phone.
The Poise Crop Tight offers a high waistband for a flattering
silhouette and a curved seam to the rear enhances the figure.
We carefully selected the fabric for great stretch and recovery.
A back zip security pocket is offset for floor work in the gym in
addition to running.
Features:

Rh-00738
Blck/PeacoatGeoAnimal

•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Skin fit

•

Secure pocket

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Breathable

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 197g
Fibre content: Main Body: 83% recycled polyester, 17% Elastane
Contrast: 90% Polyamide 10% Elastane

Rh-00739
Black/MonoGeoAnimal

RH-005188
Wmn’s Life Spacedye Crop Tight
This tight provides excellent coverage and no show through.
Featuring tonal mesh within the styling. A modern silhouette
with a great close fit on the body. The space-dye yarn fabric
is soft, comfortable and has all the stretch you need. This is a
7/8ths leg length.
Features:
•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Skin fit

•

Secure pocket

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 196g
Fibre content: Main Body: 92% Polyester 8%Elastane
Mesh Panels: 100% Polyester

RH-00387
Black/Azurite

RH-004979
Wmn’s Life Seamless Hoodie
This hoodie might look casual, but it has a trick up its sleeve.
Constructed using a specialised circular loom, this high-tech
hoodie is totally seamless. With no chaffing or visible lines, it’s a
serious performance piece masquerading as a comfy classic.
The seam-free technology means unmatched comfort and
technical performance, leaving friction in the dust.
The incredibly lightweight and moisture-wicking blend of
polyamide and polyester material keeps you warm without
adding bulk and the omission of pockets creates a streamlined
silhouette. Championing both comfort and functionality, this
carefully conceived performance hoodie stands out before a
run, after a run, and most importantly – during a run.
Features:
•

High stretch seamless knit construction for zero chaffing

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Vapourlite

•

Slim fit

•

1/2 zip ventilation

•

Grown on hood

•

Thumb loops

•

Reflective

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 217g
Fibre content: 80% polyamide, 14% polyester, 6% Elastane

Rh-00723
Hot Coral Marl

WOMEN’S
CORE

RH-005196
Wmn’s Core Vest
For every run, everyone, every day. Our relaxed fit, basic vest
is anything but; made from our high performance Vapourlite
fabric,
it’s lightweight, breathable and effectively wicks moisture away
from the body. And of course it has Ronhill quality stitched in,
which means it will be there for you run after run. Put it on and
off you go. Job done.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: 8 - 18
Weight: 69g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

Rh-00195
Hot Coral

Rh-00391
Azurite Marl

R009
All Black

RH-005195
Wmn’s Core S/S Tee
For every run, everyone, every day. Our relaxed fit, basic shortsleeved tee is anything but; made from our high performance
Vapourlite fabric,
it’s lightweight, breathable and effectively wicks moisture away
from the body. And of course it has Ronhill quality stitched in,
which means it will be there for you run after run. Put it on and
off you go. Job done.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: 8 - 18
Weight: 84g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

Rh-00195
Hot Coral

Rh-00391
Azurite Marl

R009
All Black

RH-005194
Wmn’s Core L/S Tee
For every run, everyone, every day. Our relaxed fit, basic longsleeved tee is anything but; made from our high performance
Vapourlite fabric,
it’s lightweight, breathable and effectively wicks moisture away
from the body. And of course it has Ronhill quality stitched in,
which means it will be there for you run after run. Put it on and
off you go. Job done.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 114g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

Rh-00195
Hot Coral

RH-005193
Wmn’s Core Jacket
This jacket certainly has more than meets the eye. Designed
on a modern block and features neat articulated sleeves.
The jacket is really lightweight and breathable with a water
resistant finish. The cuffs and hem are semi articulated and the
front zip security pocket is easy to access. The jacket features
a fleece-lined collar, which is soft and comfortable around the
neckline. We have also lined the pocket bags so your keys don’t
get caught.
Features:

Rh-00195
Hot Coral

•

Water resistant - DWR C6

•

Wind resistant

•

Breathable

•

Reflective trim

•

Secure pocket

•

Relaxed fit

•

Wash before use

•

Activelite fabric

Size: 8 - 18
Weight: 143g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

R009
All Black

RH-005201
Wmn’s Core Run Capri
Whether it is on the pavement, track or trail you’re ready to
go. A deep modern and supportive waistband, and flattering
curved seams through the thigh and over your bottom give
this a great flattering fit. An internal pocket is tucked into the
waistband for small items. The length sits just over the knee
when worn.
Features:
•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Skin fit

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Fob pocket

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: 8 - 18
Weight: 138g
Fibre content: 90% Polyester 10% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005199
Wmn’s Core Run Tight
Designed on a modern block with flattering style lines. Made
in a comfortable fabric it feels great on and provides lots of
stretch and recovery. An internal pocket is tucked into the
waistband for small items. The ankle zips feature reflective trim
with lock down zips.
Features:
•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Skin fit

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Fob pocket

•

Ankle zips

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: 8 - 18
Weight: 199g
Fibre content: 90% Polyester 10% Elastane

R009
All Black

MEN’S
TECH

RH-005317
Men’s Tech Marathon S/S Tee
Developing the ultimate running Tee has, fittingly, been a
marathon, not a sprint. Every part of this deceptively simple
piece of kit has been carefully considered to help you go
the distance. When you’re racking up the big miles stretch,
softness, fit, and comfort all have to be perfect. The breathable, high wicking, Vapourlite fabric is crafted from super soft
performance yarn, which, crucially, is “knitted in a tube” to
create a seamless piece of fabric which fits brilliantly around
you, resulting in zero chaffing – result! New body mapping
design creates ventilation areas where you need it most, under
the arms, down the back and across the chest. This slim fit tee
is lighter than our previous version.
Features:

Rh-00721
Fluo Green/Peacoat

•

Super soft, high stretch seamless knit construction for zero
chaffing

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective

•

Slim fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: S - M - L
Weight: 124g
Fibre content: 60% Polyester, 40% Polyamide

Rh-00387
Black/Azurite

RH-005437
Men’s Tech Marathon Twin Short
Our founder, Dr. Ron Hill, won the Boston Marathon almost 50
years ago, and since then developing gear fit for the ultimate
race has been something of an obsession for us.
The outer short, in a relaxed fit, stretches brilliantly to let you
run freely. Carrying fuel and essentials on a long run shouldn’t
feel like a long haul – we’ve carefully designed 2 drop pockets
for gels, and a secure pocket at the back too. A new print can
be found down the sides.
A lightweight performance mesh inner keeps you cool on
warm days. Two hidden thigh pockets are great for essential
items. The fabric provides the optimum balance of stretch and
support.
The Tech Marathon Twin short is built to help you feel like you
can run forever.
Rh-00713
Azurite/Bright White

Features:
•

Outer: flexlite fabric, inner: powerlite fabric

•

Outer: stretch for added movement, 2 gel stash pockets &
1 secure pocket

•

Inner short: stretch for added movement and support,
2 mesh drop pockets, ventilated

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

Size: S - XL
Weight: 138g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester,
Lining: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005356
Men’s Tech Ultra 1/2 Zip Tee
Maximum storage on the move.
The Ultra 1/2 Zip Tee takes all our pocket knowledge and
expertise from our Marathon Twin Shorts and bring it to a
running half zip tee.
Six pockets are carefully crafted and placed around this tee
for secure storage of all you key items for a long run - from a
course map, lip salve, gels, phone and more.
The ease of access and variety of options makes this the
ultimate for long distance runners. What is more its made from
recycled yarms.
Features:

Rh-00716
BrWht/Azurite/RacRed

•

Made from recycled yarns

•

6 pockets: 2 stash, 2 secure, 1 envelope, 1 kangaroo pocket

•

1/2 zip ventilation

•

Elasticated for a secure fit

•

Lightweight

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective

•

Slim fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 160g
Fibre content: Main Body: 88% Recycled Polyester, 12% Elastane
Contrast: 100% recycled polyester

RH-00745
Black/Peacoat/Npeach

RH-005352
Men’s Tech Ultra Twin Short
Keep going and going and going in our ultimate double layer
twin short.
Made from recycled materials and boasts 10 pockets and 2
storage loops.
The outer short, in a relaxed fit, has side splits for the and
stretches to give you unrestricted freedom of movement.
Carry all your fuel and essentials on a long run - from a course
map, lip salve, gels, phone and more.
The outer is packed with storage options, ten in fact - 4 stash, 2
gel drop, 1 secure and 1 key fob and 2 Storage loops
A lightweight ventilated mesh inner keeps you cool in a sun
drenched hill. Two hidden thigh pockets are great for essential
items. The fabric provides the optimum balance of stretch and
support.
Rh-00727
Peacoat/Black

Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Outer: 8 pockets - 2 handwarmer, 2 stash, 2 gel drop, 1 secure
and 1 key fob and 2 Storage loops

•

Outer: stretch for added movement

•

Inner short: stretch for added movement and support,
2 mesh pockets, ventilated

•

Engineered shaped pouch for maximum support

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Wash before use

Size: S - XL
Weight: 199g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Recycled Polyester,
Lining: 88% Recycled Polyester 12%Elastane

Rh-00387
Black/Azurite

RH-005433
Men’s Tech Revive Racer Vest
Our super soft, whisper light eco-conscious fabric, made from
recycled yarn, certainly won’t weigh you down as the miles
fly by.
Slim fitting with stretch for added movement and featuring
deep arm holes and a racer back, the carefully engineered
athletic cut ensures nothing holds you back. The Revive vest
sets a new planet-friendly standard in technical running gear.
Features:

Rh-00715
Black/FlGreen/Npeach

•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

•

Super soft

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Slim fit

Size: S - XL
Weight: 74g
Fibre content: 88% Recycled Polyester 12%Elastane

Rh-00714
Azur/RacRed/BrWhite

RH-005464
Men’s Tech Revive Racer Short
Running is freedom and movement, which is exactly where our
thinking for these shorts started. When you’re looking to speed
up you don’t want shorts that get in your way – the racer is
built to let you move – a redefinition of the split short from the
brand that invented them.
Light as a feather and minimal, the Revive Racer short has
exactly what you need, and nothing you don’t.
A simple drawstring waistband and ventilation provide mile
after mile comfort, one lightweight zipped security pocket
adds practicality but not bulk. A reflective strips help keep
you safe. The lightweight inner brief is engineered from our
eco-conscious, breathable, high-wicking fabric in recycled
yarn.
Features:
RH-00733
RacingRed/BriWhite

•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Side split for full movement

•

Secure pocket

•

Inner brief

•

Ventilated

•

Lightweight

•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Wash before use

Size: S - XL
Weight: 102g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Recycled Polyester
Lining: 88% Recycled Polyester 12%Elastane

Rh-00729
Peacoat/Neon Peach

RH-005432
Men’s Tech Revive S/S Tee
Running may be simple in theory, but that doesn’t mean it’s
always easy. On paper, creating a T-Shirt for running is simple
too, right? Just combine a good fit with some good fabric – job
done.
50 years of innovation has taught us that actually, simple isn’t
easy, and ‘good’ won’t cut it – we aim for perfect. The slim fit
of our Revive series t-shirt has been developed from in-depth
feedback from our testers to be spot on, run after run. The
super soft material is our whisper light, breathable, moisture-wicking, ecoconscious fabric, made from recycled yarn,
which has exactly the right amount of stretch. This carefully
conceived combination of fit and fabric will help you to push
yourself further and faster.
Features:
Rh-00716
BrWht/Azurite/RacRed

•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

•

Super soft

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Slim fit

Size: S - XL
Weight: 116g
Fibre content: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

Rh-00729
Peacoat/Neon Peach

RH-005465
Men’s Tech Revive 5” Short
Designed with exactly the right amount of stretch, exactly
where you need it, these shorts will be with you for the long
run. Constructed in a relaxed fit, from our whisper light,
moisture-wicking, eco-conscious fabric, made from recycled
yarn, our 5” short has an inner brief and a secure pocket.
Ventilation and breathability ensure comfort as the miles fly by.
Reflective strips help you to be seen on the road.
Features:

Rh-00713
Azurite/Bright White

•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Secure pocket

•

Inner brief

•

Ventilated

•

Lightweight

•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Wash before use

Size: S - XL
Weight: 113g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Recycled Polyester
Lining: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

Rh-00729
Peacoat/Neon Peach

RH-005466
Men’s Tech Revive 5” Twin Short
50 years of running has taught us that different runners want
different things. Some like freedom of movement, some like
support, and some like both. This twin short offers the best
of both worlds, without compromising one or the other.
Made from our whisper light, breathable, moisture-wicking,
eco-conscious fabric, made from recycled yarn, the inner
short has been carefully designed to provide support without
constricting movement and has a thigh pocket for mobiles or
other essentials. The outer short has a relaxed fit and a secure
pocket.
Ventilated to keep you comfortable, the Revive 5” Twin short
features reflective strips to help you to be seen.
Always popular, these redeveloped twin shorts are sure to
become a new benchmark of performance.

Rh-00727
Peacoat/Black

Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Inner: stretch for added movement and support, 1 mesh
pocket, ventilated

•

Outer: secure pocket, Ventilated

•

Wicking

•

Lightweight

•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Wash before use

Size: S - XL
Weight: 156g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Recycled Polyester
Lining: 88% Recycled Polyester 12%Elastane

Rh-00387
Black/Azurite

RH-005530
Men’s Tech S/S Tee
A versatile, casual looking tee ideal for training, racing or
relaxing in. Produced in a fabric which is light, breathable and
our testing has shown good wicking and evaporation results
making this a comfortable, performance tee for all occasions.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 97g
Fibre content: 95% Polyester 5% Elastane
Rh-00724
Hot Coral/Peacoat

Rh-00707
Azurite/Hawaii

RH-005445
Men’s Tech Cargo Short
If you are heading off for a long run and want to wear a
lightweight square cut short for warm conditions and carry
additional items this is your ideal short.
The outer short features new quick access drop pockets, which
are ideal for carrying gels. The 2-in-1 zipped secure pocket is
made for valuables and features an inner fob pocket for keys
or parkrun card. The side split gives you maximum stride
and maximum breathability. The Cargo Short also features
reflective trim and updated graphics to the side of the short.
The inner brief is made from fabric featuring bamboo which
has natural wicking and antimicrobial benefits which keep you
dry and odour free.
Features:
•

Technical short for carrying items whilst you run

•

2 gel stash pockets & 1 secure pocket

•

Inner brief

•

Inside leg length: 11cm

•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Wash before use

•

Flexlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 119g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

Rh-00154
Black/Fluo Green

RH-005544
Men’s Tech Cargo Racer Short
Our most technical racer short features our multi- pocket
system.
If you are heading off for a long run and want to wear the
lightest short for hot conditions and carry additional items this
is your ideal short.
The outer short features quick access drop pockets, which
are ideal for carrying gels. The 2-in-1 zipped secure pocket is
made for valuables and features an inner fob pocket for keys
or parkrun card. Side split for maximum stride and maximum
breathability features reflective trim.
The inner brief is made from fabric featuring bamboo which
has natural wicking and antimicrobial benefits which keep you
dry and odour free.
Features:

R009
All Black

•

Technical short for carrying items whilst you run

•

2 gel stash pockets & 1 secure pocket

•

Split styling

•

Inner brief

•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Wash before use

•

Flexlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 117g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

RH-004940
Men’s Tech Twin Tight
While you’re working your hardest, you want your gear to do
the same. Our innovative twin tight expertly combines the
comfort and compression of a running tight with the flattering
fit and features of an outer short. The technical outer short has
been designed with movement and convenience in mind. It
features two quick access drop pockets for storing gels, zipped
pockets for carrying valuables and an inner fob pocket for
keys.
The premium woven fabric contains elastane for a superb
stretch and the addition of side splits means you’ll run free
and unhindered. The compressive inner tight offers muscular
support with rear mesh panels to keep you cool.
The lightweight fabric is stretchy, moisture wicking, and most
importantly – comfortable against your skin. The thigh of the
tight also features reflectivity and an additional handy pocket
ideal for phones. The twin tight will be the most hard-working
running all-in-one you’ll ever own.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Breathable

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Ankle zips

•

Reflective

Size: S - XL
Weight: 203g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester, Lining: 84% Recycled
Polyester, 16% Elastane
R009
All Black

RH-005563
Men’s Tech Revive Stretch Tight
This is our core traditional running tight, and we have been
producing versions of for this for nearly five decades.
There are key characteristics that make these products favourites season after season. The eco-conscious, breathable,
moisturewicking, fabric we’ve found for these tights feels just
right next to the skin. Made from recycled yarn, it’s amazingly
supportive, while still lightweight and stretchy The flat wide
waistband with inner draw cord gives superb comfort and
security, and the elasticated hem and ankle zips with lock down
puller. Mesh is used behind the knee to add extra breathability
and reflective trim keeps you safe when light levels are low.
This design features a pocket on one thigh, ideal for a mobile,
in addition to the zip secure pocket at the centre back.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Breathable

•

Thigh stash pocket

•

Ankle zips

•

Reflective

Size: S - XL
Weight: 235g
Fibre content: 83% Recycled Polyester 17% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005211
Men’s Tech Flex Pant
An instant favourite for most, our Flex Pant is a high spec, technical running legwear piece that, wait for it; isn’t a tight.
The sweet spot of functionality that sits somewhere in-between
a trouser and a tight has always been a bit of an obsession for
us. Our often copied, but never bettered, classic Tracksters live
here – It’s an area we deeply understand.
The upper legs of the Flex Pant are constructed from an
incredibly comfortable and lightweight stretch fabric, have
quick access drop pockets, secure zip pockets, and a soft flat
waistband with a drawstring – a bit like your favourite running
shorts. Below the articulated knees the tapered lower legs are
closer fitting with great stretch – a little more like a tight.
Features:
•

Slim fit

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Flexlite

•

Powerlite

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

•

2 gel stash pockets & 1 secure pocket

•

Secure pocket with internal fob pocket

•

Ankle zips

•

Reflective

Size: S - XL
Weight: 176g
Fibre content: Main Body :88% Polyester 12% Elastane,
Contrast Panels: 84% Polyester 16% Elastane
R009
All Black

RH-005205
Men’s Tech Matrix 1/2 Zip Tee
Temperatures can be particularly low during early mornings
training runs in the spring.
Made in a soft fabric with a fleece texture, we’ve carefully
selected this because of its unique knitted grid pattern.
It retains the warm air that you produce between your body
and the outer surface of the top. The different sized yarns
within the grid work to draw sweat from the inside surface to
the outer keeping you dry.
Depending on how cold the conditions are there’s the option
of a full mitten to stop your body heat escaping through your
hands.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective trim

•

Small secure pocket

•

Thumb loops

•

Mitt

Size: S - XL
Weight: 262g
Fibre content: 96% Polyester 4% Elastane

Rh-00724
Hot Coral/Peacoat

RH-004929
Men’s Tech Tornado Jacket
The Tech Tornado is the epitome of functionality for almost
every running occasion. Exceptionally light with a perfect
balance of breathability and wind resistance, this core piece
of kit is a daily solution to the ‘what do I need to wear?’
conundrum.
Suitable for cool, windy, and drizzly days, the Tech Tornado will
keep you protected during the gustiest of great British winds.
To prioritise breathability, this jacket is not impeded by a waterproof laminate – making it the best choice for when it’s not
chucking it down. This compact jacket isn’t showy, but don’t
underestimate it; constructed from a soft woven material with
a matte finish, the Tech Tornado is a champion of breathability
and lightness.
The addition of venting across the back and stretch woven
panels will keep you cool and comfortable throughout your
run.
Features:

Rh-00729
Peacoat/Neon Peach

•

Water resistant - DWR C6

•

Breathable

•

Wind resistant

•

Lightweight

•

360° Ventilation

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Reflective

•

Secure pocket

•

Thumb loops

•

Relaxed fit

•

Venting tab

Size: S - XL
Weight: 161g
Fibre content: 100% Polyamide

RH-004901
Men’s Tech Gore-Tex™ Jacket
Running solo is great, but truly amazing things can happen
when we run with others. For 50 years we’ve been pushing
the boundaries of what’s possible in running gear, and our
friends at Mountain Equipment have been obsessively crafting
protective clothing for the world’s most extreme environments.
Everything we know about running, and all Mountain
Equipment know about protection, has been carefully and
collaboratively designed into our new Tech GORE-TEX
SHAKEDRY™ jacket – the ultimate waterproof and breathable running outer layer. GORE-TEX SHAKEDRY™ is a gamechanger.
It’s incredibly lightweight, quick-drying and breathable, but
this doesn’t come at the expense of protection. Crucially – the
membrane sits on the outside of the fabric, so even the heaviest of rain simply beads off. So no face fabric to ‘wet out’, add
bulk and decrease breathability. Serious innovation providing
serious mile-after-mile comfort, even in serious weather.
Our founder, Dr. Ron Hill, helped pioneer the use of GORE-TEX
in running jackets in the 80s, so we’re more than happy to be
continuing to work at the cutting-edge to celebrate our 50th
anniversary. Feedback from our unstoppable tester team has
helped to get the fit of our GORE-TEX SHAKEDRY™ jacket
just right – allowing optimum freedom of movement. When
the storm really comes in, the adjustable hood will help to
keep you going, and one simple, secure pocket will keep your
essentials safe.
Features:

Rh-00672
Gunmetal

•

GORE-TEX SHAKEDRY™

•

Adjustable hood

•

Waterproof

•

Venting tab

•

Breathable

•

Thumb loops

•

Windproof

•

Reflective

•

Secure pocket

•

Relaxed fit

Size: S - XL
Weight: 147g
Fibre content: 100% Polyamide

MEN’S
LIFE

RH-005316
Men’s Life S/S Tee
This high quality tee ensures that you never get wet or
cold from sweating and is breathable to prevent you from
overheating. Produced in a combination of a marl fabric to the
front and a mono-rib fabric to the back.
The set-in sleeves and side splits create a contemorary look to
a performance running tee.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Rh-00731
FlGreenMarl/CharcMarl

Rh-00696
GreyMarl/CharcoalMarl

Weight: 102g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester,
Contrast: 95% Polyester 5% Elastane

RH-005438
Men’s Life L/S Tee
This high quality tee ensures that you never get wet or
cold from sweating and is breathable to prevent you from
overheating. Produced in a combination of a marl fabric to the
front and a mono-rib fabric to the back.
The set-in sleeves and side splits create a contemorary look to
a performance running tee.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 114g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester,
Contrast: 95% Polyester 5% Elastane

Rh-00696
GreyMarl/CharcoalMarl

RH-005070
Men’s Life Tencel™ S/S Tee
Combining Tencel™ natural fibre with other technical yarns
is the best way to hit the sweet spot between feel and
performance – this version of our Vapourlite fabric has got the
balance just right.
So if your running wardrobe could do with an upgrade give our
Tencel™ Tee a go. A relaxed, versatile fit it will help keep you
comfortable run after run after run.
Features:

Rh-00722
Hawaii Marl

•

Luxurious soft Tencel™ is lightweight and naturally breathable

•

Wicking

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite

Size: S - XL
Weight: 152g
Fibre content: 86% Recycled Polyester 9% Tencel™ 5% Elastane

Rh-00308
Black Marl

RH-005443
Men’s Life 5” Twin Short
Features splits to the sides for extra flexibility and movement.
The smooth, curved hem has charcoal reflective graphics at
the back. The jaquard waistband and inner brief is a soft marl
fabric ensure a luxurious next-to-skin feel. The twin short is
completed with a zipped secure pocket to the centre back.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Reflective

•

Outer: flexlite fabric, inner: powerlite fabric

•

Outer: secure pocket

•

Inner short: stretch for added movement and support

•

Wash before use

Size: S - XL
Weight: 162g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester, Lining: 88% Polyester
12% Elastane

Rh-00740
Mono Ridge

RH-005215
Men’s Life 7” Twin Short
Features splits to the sides for extra flexibility and movement.
The smooth, curved hem has charcoal reflective graphics at
the back.
This short features a Ronhill branded inner waistband, back
zipped security pocket and reflective graphics to the back
lower hem. The inner brief is a soft marl fabric for a luxurious
next-to-skin feel.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Reflective

•

Outer: flexlite fabric, inner: powerlite fabric

•

Outer: secure pocket

•

Inner short: stretch for added movement and support

•

Wash before use

Size: S - XL
Weight: 159g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester, Lining: 92% Polyester
8% Elastane

Rh-00217
Black/Charcoal Marl

RH-005217
Men’s Life 5” Unlined Short
Some of you like to wear shorts over your tights, while some of
you prefer underwear to a stitched in inner brief.
Built from our breathable Flexlite fabric with stretch for
freedom of movement. These shorts also feature a secure
pocket for essential items. The 5” unlined short has the
technical performance you expect from Ronhill kit, but with
added versatility – winner.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Relaxed fit

•

Reflective

•

Stretch for added movement

•

Secure pocket

•

Wash before use

•

Flexlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 92g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

R009
All Black

RH-004936
Men’s Life Seamless Hoodie
This hoodie might look casual, but it has a trick up its sleeve.
Constructed using a specialised circular loom, this high-tech
hoodie is totally seamless. With no chaffing or visible lines, it’s a
serious performance piece masquerading as a comfy classic.
The seam-free technology means unmatched comfort and
technical performance, leaving friction in the dust.
The incredibly lightweight and moisture-wicking blend of
polyamide and polyester material keeps you warm without
adding bulk and the omission of pockets creates a streamlined
silhouette. Championing both comfort and functionality, this
carefully conceived performance hoodie stands out before a
run, after a run, and most importantly – during a run.
Features:
•

High stretch seamless knit construction for zero chaffing

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Vapourlite

•

Slim fit

•

1/2 zip ventilation

•

Grown on hood

•

Thumb loops

•

Reflective

Size: S - XL
Weight: 276g
Fibre content: 80% Polyamide 14% Polyester 6% Elastane

Rh-00308
Black Marl

MEN’S
CORE

RH-005228
Men’s Core Vest
For every run, everyone, every day. Our relaxed fit, basic
vest is anything but; made from our high performance
Vapourlite fabric, it’s lightweight, breathable and effectively
wicks moisture away from the body.
And of course it has Ronhill quality stitched in, which means it
will be there for you run after run. Put it on and off you go. Job
done.
Features:

Rh-00391
Azurite Marl

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 90g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

R009
All Black

RH-005220
Men’s Core S/S Tee
For every run, everyone, every day. Our relaxed fit, basic shortsleeved tee is anything but; made from our high performance
Vapourlite fabric, it’s lightweight, breathable and effectively
wicks moisture away from the body.
And of course it has Ronhill quality stitched in, which means it
will be there for you run after run. Put it on and off you go. Job
done.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: S - XXL
Weight: 115g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

Rh-00726
Peacoat

Rh-00391
Azurite Marl

R009
All Black

RH-005219
Men’s Core L/S Tee
For every run, everyone, every day. Our relaxed fit, basic longsleeved tee is anything but; made from our high performance
Vapourlite fabric, it’s lightweight, breathable and effectively
wicks moisture away from the body.
And of course it has Ronhill quality stitched in, which means it
will be there for you run after run. Put it on and off you go. Job
done.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Relaxed fit

•

Vapourlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 154g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

Rh-00391
Azurite Marl

RH-005218
Men’s Core Jacket
This jacket certainly has more than meets the eye. Designed
on a modern block and features neat articulated sleeves.
The jacket is really lightweight and breathable with a water
resistant finish. The cuffs and hem are semiarticulated and the
front zip security pocket is easy to access. The jacket features
a fleece-lined collar, which is soft and comfortable around the
neckline. We have also lined the pocket bags so your keys don’t
get caught.
Features:

Rh-00389
Azurite

•

Water resistant - DWR C6

•

Wind resistant

•

Breathable

•

Reflective trim

•

Secure pocket

•

Relaxed fit

•

Wash before use

•

Activelite fabric

Size: S - XXL
Weight: 140g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

R009
All Black

RH-005227
Men’s Core Split Short
Light. Loose. Flying. Go again. The split short is a tried and
tested design based upon our vast history of wrap over style
shorts. The key feature is the traditional split cut sides for
maximum movement and airflow. A back zip security pocket
is perfect for essential items, whilst the reflective graphics aid
visibility.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Secure pocket

•

Inner brief

•

Wash before use

•

Activelite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 90g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester, Lining:88% Recycled
Polyester; 12%Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005226
Men’s Core 5” Short
A trusted training partner, whether it is for an early morning
run or a weekend race. The Core 5” Short has modern style
lines, a back zip security pocket and small side split.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Relaxed fit

•

Secure pocket

•

Inner brief

•

Wash before use

•

Activelite fabric

Size: S - XXL
Weight: 100g
Fibre content: Main Body: 100% Polyester, Lining:88% Recycled
Polyester; 12%Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005225
Men’s Core Run Short
These stretch, skin fit shorts provide all the support and
freedom of movement you need. The fabric is also breathble
and wicks moisture away to keep you feeling comfortable. The
internal fob pocket can be used to stash a key or a coin.
Features:
•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Skin fit

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Fob pocket

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: S - XL
Weight: 130g
Fibre content: 90% Polyester 10% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005224
Men’s Core Run Tight
Designed on a modern block with flattering style lines. Made
in a comfortable fabric it feels great on and provides lots of
stretch and recovery. An internal pocket is tucked into the
waistband for small items. The ankle zips feature reflective trim
with lock down zips.
Features:
•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Skin fit

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Ankle zips

•

Fob pocket

•

Reflective

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: S - XXL
Weight: 220g
Fibre content: 90% Polyester 10% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005221
Men’s Core Training Pant
A training pant for everybody in a comfortable stretch woven
fabric. It includes long ankle zips for easy removal over shoes,
knee articulation and a bonidex waist for a great fit.
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Flexlite fabric

•

Slim fit

•

Secure pocket

•

Ankle zips

•

2 x hand warmer pockets

Size: S - XL
Weight: 190g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

R009
All Black

RH-005223
Men’s Core Trackster
A running classic. The Core Trackster® is a slim functional
running pant based on Ron’s design classic that put the brand
on the map. Features include a water repellent treatment to
the fabric, which keeps you dry if you get caught out in a light
shower. The flat waistband and style lines, including the curved
seam to the rear, enhance your figure. Other details include
reflective print to back and contrast colour stitch lines. The
practical foot stirrups hark back to the original design and are
useful for securing your pant leg in place whilst running.
Features:
•

Water resistant - DWR C6

•

Breathable

•

Reflective

•

Slim fit

•

Secure pocket

•

Foot stirrups

•

Regulite fabric

Size: S - XXL
Weight: 220g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

R009
All Black

UNDERWEAR

RH-005330
Women’s Short
Combining Tencel™ natural fibre with other technical yarns
is the best way to hit the sweet spot between feel and performance – this version of our Vapourlite fabric has got the
balance just right.
These shorts just feel great to wear during training and racing.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Luxurious soft Tencel™ is lightweight and naturally breathable

•

Odour resistant

•

Wicking

•

Skin fit

•

Stretch for added movement and support

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 32g
Fibre content: 86% Recycled Polyester 9% Tencel 5% Elastane

Rh-00723
Hot Coral Marl

Rh-00308
Black Marl

RH-003843
Women’s Brief
Combining Tencel™ natural fibre with other technical yarns
is the best way to hit the sweet spot between feel and performance – this version of our Vapourlite fabric has got the
balance just right.
These briefs just feel great to wear during training and racing.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Luxurious soft Tencel™ is lightweight and naturally breathable

•

Odour resistant

•

Wicking

•

Skin fit

•

Stretch for added movement and support

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 27g
Fibre content: 86% Recycled Polyester 9% Tencel 5% Elastane

Rh-00723
Hot Coral Marl

Rh-00308
Black Marl

RH-003844
Women’s Thong
Combining Tencel™ natural fibre with other technical yarns
is the best way to hit the sweet spot between feel and performance – this version of our Vapourlite fabric has got the
balance just right.
This thong just feel great to wear during training and racing.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Luxurious soft Tencel™ is lightweight and naturally breathable

•

Odour resistant

•

Wicking

•

Skin fit

•

Stretch for added movement and support

Size: 8 - 16
Weight: 19g
Fibre content: 86% Recycled Polyester 9% Tencel 5% Elastane

Rh-00723
Hot Coral Marl

Rh-00308
Black Marl

RH-003846
Men’s 4.5” Boxer
These boxers aren’t as important as what you put in them.
The breathable, high-wicking, eco-concious fabric, made from
recycled yarn, is ventilated for comfort and the technical
construction of the pouch offers the greatest support you’ll get
in a race.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Engineered shaped pouch for maximum support

•

Anti-chafe

•

Odour resistant

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

•

Skin fit

•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Soft hand feel

Size: S - XL
Weight: 50g
Fibre content: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

Rh-00389
Azurite

R009
All Black

RH-003847
Men’s Brief
These briefs aren’t as important as what you put in them. The
breathable, high-wicking, eco-concious fabric, made from
recycled yarn, is ventilated for comfort and the technical
construction of the pouch offers the greatest support you’ll get
in a race.
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Engineered shaped pouch for maximum support

•

Anti-chafe

•

Odour resistant

•

Wicking

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

•

Skin fit

•

Stretch for added movement and support

•

Soft hand feel

Size: S - XL
Weight: 138g
Fibre content: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

Rh-00389
Azurite

R009
All Black

PACKS

RH-004012
Commuter 15L Pack
This running backpack has a 15 litre capacity has 4 pockets
and 3 pouch sleeves. The main bag is comprised of a large
storeage pocket with internal sleeve for keeping a tablet or
laptop secure. A smaller seperate access pocket is to the front
whilst two side poch sleeves can be used to store water bottles.
Finally 2 pockets can be found on the wings of the bag straps
for smaller items.
Features:
1)

3D spacer-mesh for fast drying and breathable comfort

2) Padding in the upper part of the strap for comfort where
it’s needed
3) Adjustable waist-belt with 2 x stretch mesh waist pockets
4) Front zipped pocket
5) 15L capacity
6) 2 x side-mesh pocket to fit trail fuel bottles
7) Main compartment with back panel sleeve to fit i-pad/notebook
8) Internal zip pocket and key clip
9) Nylon double honey comb 330 denier fabric
10) Ronhill LED Button compatible
Size: O/S
Weight: 406g
Fibre content: 60% Polyamide 40% Polyester

Rh-00264
Charcoal/Fluo Yellow

RH-004013
Pioneer 8L Vest
8 litres of space with a separate pocket for your 1.5 litre fuel reservoir. For additional or alternative fluid capacity the two front
mesh pockets can store our 500ml fuel flasks available with
straws that make taking on fluids on the move easy. This vest
sits snug on the upper back to minimise an chaffing and bouce
thanks to the true-fit shoulder and torso straps.
Features:
1)

True-fit vest chassis with stretch webbing for a close fit

2) Stretch fit panels for a closer comfortable fit
3) 2 x adjustable sternum & diaphragm straps for optimum fit
including bladder tube clip
4) 3D spacer-mesh for fast drying & breathable comfort
5) 2 x stretch mesh pockets with adjustable draw cord closure
to fit fuel bottles
6) 2 x secondary drop down pocket to fit running essentials
7) Whistle
8) Large water resistant zipped pocket
9) 8L capacity
10) Internal zipped stash pocket with key clip
11) Separate bladder zipped pocket
12) Bungee strap for compression and additional storage
13) Soft feeling binding

Size: O/S
Weight: 303g
Fibre content: 30% Polyamide 70% Polyester
Rh-00264
Charcoal/Fluo Yellow

RH-004014
Nano 3L Vest
Tiny by comparrison but this vest packs a lot in. The 3 litre
main body is for your wind and/or waterproofs so your are
ready for a long run. The various straps and bungee cords
allow you to get a snug fit across the upper torso reducing any
chaffe or bounce.
Rh-00292
Charcoal/Hot Pink

Features:
1)

Vest chassis

2) Adjustable straps for comfortable fit
3) Stretch fit panels for closer comfortable fit
4) 2 x adjustable sternum & diaphragm straps for optimum fit
5) 3D spacer-mesh for fast drying & breathable comfort
6) 2 x stretch mesh pockets with adjustable draw cord closure
to fit fuel bottles
7) Right-hand side drop down pocket to fit running essentials
8) Whistle
9) Mesh stash pocket
10) Internal key clip
11) 3L capacity
12) Bungee strap for compression and additional storage
13) Soft feeling binding
Size: O/S
Weight: 195g
Rh-00264
Charcoal/Fluo Yellow

Fibre content: 45% Polyamide 55% Polyester

ACCESSORIES

RH-003435
500ml Fuel Flask with Straw
Features:
•

Soft silicon bottle

•

Long straw with bite valve

•

Roll away for minimum storage

•

BPA free

Size: O/S
Weight: 54g
Fibre content: 100% Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU)

R005
White

RH-003434
500ml Fuel Flask
Features:
•

Soft silicon bottle

•

Bite valve

•

Roll away for minimum storage

•

BPA free

Size: O/S
Weight: 138g
Fibre content: 100% Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU)

R005
White

RH-003433
350ml Fuel Flask
Features:
•

Soft silicon bottle

•

Bite valve

•

Roll away for minimum storage

•

BPA free

Size: O/S
Weight: 38g
Fibre content: 100% Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU)

R005
White

RH-003289
250ml Fuel Flask
Features:
•

Soft silicon bottle

•

Bite valve

•

Roll away for minimum storage

•

BPA free

Size: O/S
Weight: 35g
Fibre content: 100% Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU)

R005
White

RH-003288
1.5Ltr Fuel Reservoir
Features:
•

Soft silicon reservoir

•

Detachable hose

•

Slider access

•

Bite valve

•

Roll away for minimum storage

•

BPA free

Size: O/S
Weight: 22g
Fibre content: 100% Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU)

R005
White

RH-005522
H20 Bottle - 600ml
Features:
•

600ml

•

BPA Free

•

Secure drinks cap

•

Filter

•

Volume guide

•

Ergonomic hand grips

•

Soft touch

•

Wrist strap

Size: O/S
Weight: 127g
Fibre content: 100% Tritan

Rh-00389
Azurite

Rh-00347
Grey

RH-004138
Grip Bottle
Features:
•

600ml

•

BPA Free

•

Sports cap

•

Secure pocket

•

Reflective trim

•

Adjustable hand strap

Size: O/S
Weight: 106g
Fibre content: 100% Tritan (Bottle) 100% Polyamide (Holder)

R904
Clear/Black

09119
Wrist Bottle
Features:
•

270ml capacity / 500ml capacity

•

BPA Free

Size: 270ml / 500ml
Weight: 40g
Fibre content: Bottle cap: 100% Polypropylene,
Body: 100% Polyethylene

R878
Clear/Black - 500ml

R350
Clear/Black - 270ML

RH-004002
Marathon Waist Belt
Features:
•

Reflective trim

•

8 Gel loops

•

2 loop sizes accommodate 32-60ml gels

•

Secure pocket

•

Race number fasteners

•

Adjustable waist strap

Size: O/S
Weight: 40g
Fibre content: 82% Polyamide 18% Elastane

RH-00577
Charcoal/Azurite

Rh-00326
Charcoal/Black

RH-001016
Neoprene Waist Pack
Features:
•

Soft supple neoprene construction

•

Large internal pocket

•

Adjustable stretch waistband with integrated gel loops
and waist tidy.

•

Reflective graphic

Size: O/S
Weight: 96g
Fibre content: 100% Neoprene

R009
All Black

RH-003282
Phone Armband
Features:
•

Adjustable arm strap

•

Clear touch screen window

•

Headphone points at top and bottom for convenient access

•

Reflective trim

•

Internal dimensions: 5.4” x 2.6” x 0.3” (137mm x 66mm x 7.6mm)

Size: O/S
Weight: 40g
Fibre content: 60% Polyamide 40% PU

RH-00306
Black/Charcoal

RH-004700
Large Phone Armband
Features:
•

Adjustable arm strap

•

Clear touch screen window

•

Headphone points at top and bottom for convenient access

•

Reflective trim

•

Internal dimensions: 6.3” x 3.1” x 0.3” (160mm x 79mm x 7.6mm)

Size: O/S
Weight: 40g
Fibre content: 60% Polyamide 40% PU

RH-00306
Black/Charcoal

RH-005363
Stretch Gel Arm Pocket
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Gel drop pockets

•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Powerlite fabric

Size: S/M M/L
Weight: 19g
Fibre content: Main Body: 84% Recycled Polyester 16% elastane
Contrast: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005564
Stretch Arm Pocket
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Powerlite fabric

•

Envelope access, storage for mobile devices, nutrition and
essential items

•

Headphone access points

Size: S/M M/L
Weight: 14g
Fibre content: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane
Black version: 84% Recycled Polyester 16% Elastane

Rh-00389
Azurite

Rh-00195
Hot Coral

R009
All Black

RH-005565
Stretch Wrist Pocket
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Powerlite fabric

•

Envelope access, storage for essential items

Size: S/M M/L
Weight: 17g
Fibre content: 84% Recycled Polyester 16% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005583
Night Runner Split Cap
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Adjustable strap

•

Vapourlite

•

Reflective trim

Size: S/M M/L
Weight: 51g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

R954
Black/Reflect

RH-005137
Night Runner Headband
Features:
•

Super reflective

•

Regulite fabric

•

Excellent thermal properties

•

Fast wicking

•

Fast drying

•

Soft lightweight brush back fabric

Size: S/M M/L
Weight: 27g
Fibre content: 86% Polyester 14% Elastane

R954
Black/Reflect

RH-005566
Air-Lite Split Cap
Features:
•

Super lightweight and breathable

•

Split for minimum and quick storage

•

Wicking

•

Velcro adjustable strap

Size: S/M M/L
Weight: 47g
Fibre content: Main Body: 83% Recycled Polyester 17% Elastane
Contrast: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

Rh-00728
Peacoat/Fluo Green

RH-00081
Black/Hot Coral

Rh-00389
Azurite

Rh-00710
Peacoat/Lilac

R009
All Black

RH-005567
Sun Split Cap
Features:
•

UPF 50

•

Made of Supplex® nylon for high strength and durability
with a cotton-like feel

•

Split for minimum and quick storage

•

Velcro adjustable strap

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

Size: S/M M/L
Weight: 31g
Fibre content: 100% Polyamide

Rh-00706
Bright White/Black

R009
All Black

RH-005542
Sun Vizor
Features:
•

Made of Supplex® nylon for high strength and durability
with a cotton-like feel

•

Split for minimum and quick storage

•

Velcro adjustable strap

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

Size: O/S
Weight: 138g
Fibre content: 100% Polyamide

Rh-00706
Bright White/Black

R009
All Black

RH-003238
Air-Lite Vizor
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Lightweight

•

Vapourlite

Size: O/S
Weight: 42g
Fibre content: 82% Polyamide 18% Elastane

R009
All Black

RH-005568
Reversible Revive Headband
Features:
•

Made from recycled yarns

•

Reversible

•

Breathable

•

Lightweight

Size: S/M M/L
Weight: 16g
Fibre content: Main Body: 84% Recycled Polyester 16%
Elastane Contrast: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane
Lilac/Azurite version: 88% Recycled Polyester, 12% Elastane

Rh-00725
Lilac/Azurite

R009
All Black

RH-004252
Reversible Contour Headband
Features:
•

Reversible

•

Regulite fabric

•

Lightweight and breathable

•

Wicking

•

Contoured design for better ear coverage

Size: S/M M/L
Weight: 22g
Fibre content: Main Body: 90% Polyamide 10% Elastane
Contrast: 88% Recycled Polyester 12% Elastane

Rh-00741
MultiGothFloral/HtCrl

Rh-00743
Black/Mono Mushroom

RH-000873
Classic Glove
Features:
•

Breathable

•

Wicking

•

Thermal

•

Regulite fabric

Size: S - M - L
Weight: 27g
Fibre content: 89% Polyester 11% Elastane

R004
Black

RH-002666
Classic Beanie
Features:
•

Regulite fabric

•

Excellent thermal properties

•

Soft luxurious handle and feel

•

Reflective tab

Size: O/S
Weight: 63g
Fibre content: 96% Acrylic 3% Polyamide 1% Elastane

Rh-00306
Black/Charcoal

09138
Hi Viz Bib
Features:
•

Mesh vest with 2 reflective strips front and back for
night time saftey

•

Elasticated side body for a snug fit

Size: O/S
Weight: 64g
Fibre content: 100% Polyester

R010
Fluo Yellow

RH-004448
Magnetic LED Button
Features:
•

10 Lumens

•

Suitable for fabrics less than 1mm thickness

•

Do not wash module

3 illumination modes:
•

Mode 1 - Slow (low power) flash

•

Mode 2 - Quick flash

•

Mode 3 - continuous ON

Operation:
•

Long Press (2 seconds) to switch ON/OFF

•

Short press (0.5 secs) to change between modes

Battery life:
•

1000 hours - Mode 1 - Slow (low power) flash

•

500 hours - Mode 2 - Quick flash

•

50 hours - Mode 3 - continuous ON

Battery preservation:
•

After 2 hours the light will auto switch to Power Save (Mode 1),
then run for another 6 hours before Auto-Off

Size: O/S
Weight: 9g
R829
Glow Red

Rh-00129
Glow White

RH-001460
L.E.D Button
Features:
•

4 Lumens

•

Shock resistant

•

2 modes, battery life up to 150 hours

•

Battery included

•

Compatible with the Commuter 15L Pack

Size: O/S
Weight: 9g

R829
Glow Red

RH-001515
Light Clip
Features:
•

70 Hours permanent

•

100 hours flash

•

Weather resistant

•

Battery included

Size: O/S
Weight: 19g

Rh-00129
Glow White

R829
Glow Red

RH-003114
Light Armband
Features:
•

70 Hours permanent

•

100 hours flash

•

Weather resistant

•

Battery included

Size: O/S
Weight: 40g

R829
Glow Red

Rh-00129
Glow White

RH-001618
Elastic Shoe Laces 36”
Features:
•

Elasticated shoe laces

•

Adjustable toggle fasteners for custom fit

Size: O/S
Weight: 10g
Fibre content: Core: Rubber Outer: Polyester

R004
Black

R010
Fluo Yellow

R005
White

R027
Fluo Pink

RH-000604
Nip Guards
Features:
•

Protection against nipple abrasion/chaffing

•

Pack contains 10 pairs

•

UK customers only

Size: O/S
Weight: 14g

R005
White

RH-000605
Run Guard
Features:
Original:
•

Protection against abrasion/chaffing

•

UK customers only

Natural:
•

Helps prevent chafing during extended workouts in all
weather conditions

•

For best results, generously apply to inner arms, groin, inner
thighs, toes, feet, chest etc

•

Made with 100% natural plant-based ingredients plus
beeswax

•

Contains organic aloe vera, carnauba wax, jojoba oil,
shea butter and coconut oil

•

Protection against abrasion/chaffing

•

UK customers only

Size: O/S
Weight: 11g

RH-01627
Natural

RH-00170
Original

SUNGLASSES

RH-005045
Tokyo
High optical clarity in an impact resistent TR90 NZZ frame.
Made with ice blue platinum lenses complete with anti-fog and
anti-scratch. All our sungalsses provide 100% UV Protection UVA + UVB Protection.
Named after Tokyo 64’ which was Ron’s inception to the
world stage. Where at 25 years old, toed the line in both the
track 10,000m and the Marathon, with only a week to recover
between the two.
Features:
•

Ice blue platinum lenses (category 3) for strong light

•

High optical clarity

•

Anti-fog to lens inner surface

•

TR90 NZZ Frame

•

Impact resistant

•

Anti-scratch lenses

•

Anti-fog

•

100% UV Protection - UVA + UVB Protection

•

Rubber nose pads and sleeves for maximum comfort
and a secure fit

Size: O/S
Weight: 25g

Rh-00667
Carbon/Blue

RH-005046
Munich
High optical clarity in an impact resistent TR90
frame. There are 3 interchangeable lenses from clear
condidions to low and strong light, complete with anti-fog and
anti-scratch. All our sungalsses provide 100% UV Protection
- UVA + UVB Protection.
Named after the ‘72 Games which Ron competed in.
Features:

R009
All Black

•

Interchangeable lenses for all weather conditions

•

Clear lenses (category 0) for clear conditions

•

Yellow lenses (category 1) for low light

•

Dark smoke lenses (category 3) for strong light

•

High optical clarity

•

TR90 Frame

•

Impact resistant

•

Anti-scratch lenses

•

Anti-fog

•

Light and comfortable

•

100% UV Protection - UVA + UVB Protection

•

Rubber nose pads and sleeves for maximum comfort
and a secure fit

•

Wrap around style

Size: O/S
Weight: 26g

R047
White/Black

RH-005047
Mexico City
High optical clarity in an impact resistent frame. All our sungalsses provide 100% UV Protection - UVA + UVB Protection.
Named after the ‘68 Games which Ron competed in.
Features:
•

High optical clarity

•

PC Frame

•

Impact resistant

•

100% UV Protection - UVA + UVB Protection

•

Rubber nose pads and sleeves for maximum comfort
and a secure fit

Size: O/S
Rh-00757
Deep Purple

Rh-00670
Black/Gold

Rh-00758
Tortoiseshell

Rh-00668
All Grey

Weight: 32g

